
 

Samsung A510F U7 Frp Combination Firmware 1000% Tested Frp Bypass

i did the instructions exactly. now i want to remove frp, and i dont know. what the hell is it, even. okay.. so when i look at the previously edited files for the combination file, i see 2 lz4 files that are actually the same.bin file. but with 4k blocks of data in the end. which block represents which is the
same. anyway. how do i open the file with odin, and then can i remove the block? i have no idea. i tried, but it would not flash as it is now sboot which was made by the mfg and then modified by the user has not been changed. samsung uses it as a checksum to validate the other 3 files that are to be

used together. when you change the sbooot on the a510 you will remove the checksum. since i dont have the hardware to test the combination firmware i created a.zip file that has the source files for the firmware, including all 3 files. this combination firmware will allow you to bypass the frp. if it
works it will also restore your phone back to it's original form. i tried a fix for a kernel oem and nv partition problem on mine, but it didnt work. i also tried a fix for the battery problem, but it also didnt work. if you could send me the source files that would be great. by the way, your dmesg is very
helpful in understanding what the phone is doing, and why it will never boot. i did the things you told me, but when i tried to flash it the bootloader hangz, so i had to turn off the phone. but when i started the phone and was in google play, the phone appears to be a new phone. i recieved a new

kernel with oem and nv partition fix. so i tried to install it, but this time, i didnt have a reboot loop from the factory reset. the phone boots, and it asks me to enter the google account and password. then, it shows the google home screen. but when i try to press the search button, the phone goes in a
reboot loop and freeze. if you could send me the source file it would be very nice.
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if you do not know how to reset the phone using combination firmware then you should read on. if you can not find the reset button or memory card slot of the device then the combination firmware may be the only option. just to be clear, we are not going to flash the ap or bl file but only the
combination firmware itself. also, we are not going to root the device, we just want to have complete access to all the components. so, if you want the root access, you will have to flash the combination firmware again. but now, lets start. step 2: well, the combination firmware is still packed, and so

we will need to unpack it by using a program called 7zip. well, open 7zip on your computer, and click on file, open. make sure that you unpack the firmware file that is called sboot.img.lz4, which is located inside the folder you have downloaded the firmware. step 3: now, go back to odin, and load the
combination firmware which is placed in the folder of the 7zip program. make sure you load the sboot.img.lz4 file that is in the folder. this will load the combination file. now, click on the ap button and then select the combination firmware. click on the bl button and then press start. the device should

be flashing the firmware. just wait for it to finish flashing. now, if you still dont have enough access, then you can flash the bl and ap file to unlock the bootloader. just follow the instructions below. make sure you unlock the bootloader before you flash the ap or bl files. install the bl file by following
the instructions. you will have to select the firmware that you downloaded. it should be placed in the same folder in which you downloaded the bl file. after that, connect the device to the computer using the usb cable. make sure the phone is in download mode. 5ec8ef588b
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